W-FZ757 RECEIVING ENTRIES FILL/EXCEED PO LINE
230  Receiving Report Create - (Part 2)  MCKINNEY OFFICE SUPPLY
     Screen: ___ Vend: A7511753540 PO: P702889 Inv:  PO BOX 845
     Line:

Purchase Order:  Last
Line  Qty Ord  Qty Recd  UOM  Dt Recd  UPO

001  1.00  1.00  LOT 10-01-97
Description: ASSEMBLY AND SET UP OF TABLES TO
               CLASSROOM, 24 HOUR NOTICE REQUIRED,

Receiving Report:

Accepted:  ________  ________  ________
Rejected:  ________  ________  ________
Back Ordered:  ________  ________
Late:  ________  ________  ________
Description:  ________  ________  ________

System will attempt to read next line of current PO if next PO not entered.

Next PO:

4-©  Sess-1  NET0020  UTD_MVS1

Received by: Dept. Signature